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Level 3
‘Write-on’ Student
Workbook

has been written utilising the objectives as stated in

Mathematics in the New Zealand Curriculum for Level 3.

Note to Teachers:

This resource L3MH has been compiled to complement the series of FIVE resources (available in book form
as PHOTOCOPY MASTERS) for Level 3 Mathematics.

L2MN

A Complete Guide to Number

L2MM

A Complete Guide to Measurement

L2MG

A Complete Guide to Geometry

L2MA

A Complete Guide to Algebra

L2MS

A Complete Guide to Statistics

L3MH has been written following the objectives of the five strands of the Mathematics curriculum. L3MH can be
used on its own or in conjunction with the series of five resources listed above. All of these strand resources
contain a parallel version of the worksheets contained in this resource, therefore providing one worksheet to be
used in class and one worksheet to be used as homework.

It is intended that this resource could form the basis of a weekly homework programme, along with additional work
supplied as required by the classroom teacher. It is intended that class sets of L2MH will be purchased so that
each student has his / her own copy.

Resource L3MH cannot be photocopied and will be printed to order.

An additional resource entitled ...

L3M

‘Homework / Assessment Worksheets’

is also available and contains an exact copy on the worksheets contained within this resource, plus answers.
Resource L3M is supplied as BLACK LINE PHOTOCOPY MASTERS.

Information contained in this resource includes ...


a table of contents indicating the strand and objective(s) being covered in each worksheet.



a list of the Level 3 Mathematics objectives as stated in the curriculum.



A table for students to record when each worksheet is to be completed.

For more information about this
and other resources, please
contact ...

 (03) 338 0516

 (03) 338 0514

Note to Students:
I am sure you would love to not have to do homework. However, we will only get better at many things we do or
learn, if we practise. I am sure you have heard the old saying ‘practice makes perfect’.
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In class you are shown and taught lots of new ideas. The reason for doing your homework is to practise what
you have been taught in class. If you can do it on your own at home, or maybe with a little help from someone
at home, then it shows you have remembered what you were shown in class.

Practise

Understanding

Confidence

Success

No-one can make you learn. Your teachers, parents / caregivers and friends can help, but at the end of the day
it’s up to you. You do not have to always get it right, as long as you have tried to do the very best you can.
Remember to ask for help if you do not understand or if you are not sure of what you have to do.
This resource has been written to help make doing your homework easier for both you and your teacher.
Good luck.

Note to Parents / Caregivers:

You may not have found mathematics easy when you were at school nor do you have to be good at it. All you
have to do is encourage your son / daughter to do the very best he / she can. We cannot ask more from our
children, than they are able to give. Try to be realistic with your own expectations of how well you think they
should be doing at school.
To help your son / daughter, here are some ideas ...


Provide a place where they can work quietly without too many distractions. Background
music is okay, but television is too distracting because of the pictures.



Provide them with the equipment they need, such as scrap paper, calculator, ruler, compass,
protractor, etc.



Help them work out when is the best time to do their homework, encouraging them to
establish routines. Remember they do need some time off to enjoy themselves, so do not
expect them to work all the time.



Give them plenty of encouragement and praise. Look at their work and sign each page
when completed. Write positive comments in the space provided and maybe provide them
with a small reward.

Our children need our support and encouragement if they are to do well. If your son / daughter is having a lot of
trouble understanding the work, it may be a good idea to contact their teacher to talk about the best way you
can help.
Good luck.

Successful learning requires teamwork.

Child
Care-giver

Teacher
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Level 3

At the top of each Homework / Assessment worksheet for the 5 strand areas, the objective(s) being covered
has been indicated. EXAMPLE: For Number, N1 means objective 1, N2 means objective 2, etc.
L3M

N1

Please DO NOT write on the sheets

Please DO NOT write on the sheets

Number

Exploring number
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
N1
explain the meaning of digits in any whole number;
•
•

N2
N3

[Refer Page 40]

explain the meaning of the digits in decimal numbers with up to 3 decimal places;
order decimals with up to 3 decimal places.

Exploring computation and estimation
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
N4
make sensible estimates and check the reasonableness of answers;
•

N5
N6

•

N7

•

recall the basic multiplication facts;

write and solve problems which involve whole numbers and decimals and which require
a choice of one or more of the four arithmetic operations;
solve practical problems which require finding fractions of whole number and decimal
amounts.

Measurement

Estimating and measuring
[Refer Page 66]
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
M1
demonstrate knowledge of the basic units of length, mass, area, volume (capacity), and
•
temperature by making reasonable estimates;
•
M2
perform measuring tasks, using a range of units and scales.
Developing concepts of time, rate, and change
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
M3
read and interpret everyday statements involving time;
•

M4

show analogue time as digital time, and vice versa.

Geometry
Exploring shape and space
[Refer Page 100]
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
G1
describe the features of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional objects, using the language
of geometry;
•
G2
design and make containers to specified requirements;

G3
G4
G5
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•
•
•

model and describe 3-dimensional objects illustrated by diagrams or pictures;
draw pictures of simple 3-dimensional objects;
draw and interpret simple scale maps.

Exploring symmetry and transformation
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
G6
describe patterns in terms of reflection and rotational symmetry, and translations;
•
•

G7
G8

design and make a pattern which involves translation, reflection, or rotation;
enlarge, on grid paper, simple shapes to a specified scale.

Algebra

Exploring patterns and relationships
[Refer Page 138]
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
A1
describe in words, rules for continuing number and spatial patterns;
•
•
•

A2
A3
A4

make up and use a rule to create a sequential pattern;

state the general rule for a set of similar practical problems;
use graphs to represent number , or informal relations.

Exploring probability
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
A5
solve problems of the type  + 15 = 39.

Statistics

Statistical investigations
[Refer Page 178]
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
S1
plan a statistical investigation of an assertion about a situation;
•

S2

collect and display discrete numeric data in stem-and-leaf graphs, and strip graphs, as
appropriate.

Interpreting statistical reports
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
S3
use their own language to talk about the distinctive features, such as outliers and
•
clusters, in their own and others’ data displays;
•
S4
make sensible statements about an assertion on the basis of the evidence of a
statistical investigation.
Exploring probability
Within a range of meaningful contexts, students should be able to:
•
S5
use a systematic approach to count a set of possible outcomes;
•

S6

predict the likelihood of the outcomes on the basis of a set of observations.
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N1

Term:

Week:

To be completed by:

B: Reading whole numbers
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

503 + 814 = ..........................
4679 – 3256 = .....................
178 × 6 = ...............................
484 ÷ 4 = .............................
$30.00 × 7 = ........................
$8.35 × 2 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Name this
shape
.................................................
How many centimetres in
4 metres? ............................
What would 9 books at
$1.10 each cost?
......................................

D: Place value

What is the place value of
the digit that is high-lighted
and what does it mean?

1.

4695

place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
2.
1259
place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
3.
8012

Use the clues across and down to complete this number cross by
writing these number words as numerals.

Clues across

1.

1

2

3

4

12.
15.
17.

two hundred and
5
fifty-three
8
9
6
7
five thousand and
sixty-nine
10
11
nine hundred and
12
13
14
four
ninety-seven
15
16
eighty-three
six hundred and
17
twenty-seven
two hundred and forty-one
14. three hundred and sixty
nine thousand, four hundred and eighteen
forty thousand, six hundred and four

1.
3.
4.
7.
9.
11.
12.
16.

two hundred and nine
2.
thirty-nine
five thousand, four hundred and two
six hundred and thirty-eight
seven thousand and forty-four
thirty-two thousand and four
seven thousand, three hundred and sixteen
two hundred and ninety-five
13.
eleven
eighty-four

3.

5.

6.
8.
10.

Clues down

C: Writing whole numbers

Write these whole numbers as words in the spaces provided.
1.

2.

63

............................................................

95

............................................................

place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
4.
9627

3.

place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
5.
4391

...............................................................................................................................
5.
2025

place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
6.
156730
place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
DO NOT

Comments:

394

...............................................................................................................................
4.
709

...............................................................................................................................
6.
6409
...............................................................................................................................
7.
32501
...............................................................................................................................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

PHOTOCOPY

AWS
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Term:

Week:

To be completed by:

B: Reading decimal numbers
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

461 + 956 = ..........................
3764 – 654 = .......................
275 × 7 = ...............................
396 ÷ 3 = ..............................
$50.00 × 5 = ........................
$7.54 × 3 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Name this
shape
.................................................
How many millimetres in
50 cm? ................................
What would 7 books at
$1.70 each cost?
......................................

D: Place value

What is the place value of
the digit that is high-lighted
and what does it mean?

1.

12.972

place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
2.
17.56
place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
3.
3.034

Use the clues across and down to complete this number cross by
writing these number words as numerals.

Clues across

1.

5.
6.
7.

9.

12.
13.

five hundred and
forty-two point three
nine five six
eighty point nine
fifty-six point three
four thousand, five
hundred and sixtynine point seven
thirty point six seven
three four
twenty-nine point two
five
eighty-four point nine

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

9

11

12

13

Clues down

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.

five point eight zero four
twenty-two point four six
nine point one six seven
sixty-seven point three
seven three
five point four seven

8.

10.
11.

five point zero zero two
four
six point two nine
thirty-seven point nine

C: Writing decimal numbers

Write these decimal numbers as words in the spaces provided.
1.

2.

50.8

............................................................

93.4

............................................................

place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
4.
624.95

3.

place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
5.
0.689

...............................................................................................................................
5.
0.041

place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
6.
9.472
place value is ...............................
and means ........................................
DO NOT

Comments:

63.04

...............................................................................................................................
4.
27.309

...............................................................................................................................
6.
64.286
...............................................................................................................................
7.
806.843
...............................................................................................................................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

PHOTOCOPY

AWS
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Term:

Week:

To be completed by:

B: Ordering decimals
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1563 + 637 = ........................
400 – 264 = ..........................
394 × 20 = ............................
560 ÷ 5 = ..............................
$24.20 + $58.80 + $1.15 =
.................................................
$6.15 × 8 = ...........................
Draw
quarter
to 5
on this
clock face
Find ½ of $22.00
......................................
How many litres in
5kL? ..................................
What would 6 books at
$3.70 each cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

D: Renaming whole
numbers & money

Using the decimals in the box,
fill in the gaps as you rename
each whole number as decimals.
1.
7 = 3.7 + .............................
2.
18 = 21.7 – .............................
3.
14 = 4 × .............................
4.
7 = 21.7 ÷ .............................
3.7, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5

Rename each money

value using $2.00, $1.00,
50c, 20c, 10c or 5c coins.
5.
60 cents
.................................................
6.
80 cents
.................................................
7.
$1.35
.................................................
8.
$1.70
.................................................
9.
$1.95
.................................................
DO NOT

Comments:

Order these decimals from smallest to largest.
1.
7.3, 8.1, 6.8, 5.9, 11.2, 9.8, 4.3, 12.1

.............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., ..............
2.
4.8, 3.9, 5.2, 3.6, 3.2, 4.7, 4.0, 3.9
.............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., ..............
3.
8.05, 8.09, 8.10, 8.07, 8.19, 8.02, 8.06, 8.11
.............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., ..............
4.
18.24, 18.21, 18.29, 18.20, 18.27, 18.26, 18.24, 18.22
.............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., ..............
5.
2.968, 2.960, 2.999, 2.967, 2.990, 2.963, 2.962, 2.997
.............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., .............., ..............

C: Word problems

This table shows the results of the 200m
race at the South Island Championships.
The times are given in seconds,
1.
What was Julie’s time?
........................................
2.
Name the runners who came 1st, 2nd
and 3rd.
1st = ...........................................................
2nd = ...........................................................
3rd = ...........................................................

Runner

Time (s)

June

32.6

Mary

30.9

Miri

34.6

Claudia

35.7

Louise

32.4

Teresa

31.7

Rosanna

34.1

Julie

33.5

3.

Order these times from the fastest to the slowest time.
............., ............., ............., ............., ............., ............., ............., .............
4.
What is the difference in time between the fastest and
slowest time?
.....................................

During one weekend, Jim went fishing with his family. They caught
6 fish and the weight of each fish is shown in the box.
3.15kg, 4.25kg, 2.68kg, 2.06kg, 1.75kg, 2.64kg

5.
6.
7.

8.

What was the weight of the heaviest fish?
..........................
What was the weight of the lightest fish? ..............................
List the weights of the fish in order of lightest to heaviest.
..............., ..............., ..............., ..............., ..............., ...............
What is the difference in weight between the lightest and
heaviest fish?
.....................................

Karen measured the volumes of six bottles of soft drink.
1.504L, 1.497L, 1.489L, 1.509L, 1.512L, 1.492L

9.

List the volumes of the bottles in order of greatest to least.
..............., ..............., ..............., ..............., ..............., ...............
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

PHOTOCOPY

AWS
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B: Estimations involving money
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

806 + 2065 = .......................
4536 – 986 = .......................
168 × 8 = ...............................
1608 ÷ 4 = .............................
$75.00 × 5 = ........................
$9.65 × 3 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Name this
shape
.................................................
How many metres in
500 cm? ...............................
What would 7 books at
$2.40 each cost?
......................................

8.

9.

10.

C: What will it cost?

Round these money amounts to the nearest $1.00.
1.
3.

$8.25 =
$33.75 =

5.
7.

$11.35 =
$214.20 =

9.
11.

$168 =
$960 =

13.

...........................
...........................

...........................
...........................

$4.85 + $6.30 + $19.80

Estimated answer

6.
8.

$29.60 =
$73.15 =

10.
12.

$635 =
$870 =

15.

Exact answer

14.

...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................

$39.95 + $20.45 + $49.85

Estimated answer

+

+

+

$992.65 – $348.25

16.

Exact answer

+

$846.75 – $593.20

Estimated answer

–

Exact answer

–

Exact answer

–

$1.95 / kg

$196.55 × 7

Estimated answer

$5.95 / kg

Estimate

3 bunches of carrots
2kg of bananas
1kg of mushrooms
2kg of broccoli

18.

Exact answer

$803.94 × 9

Estimated answer

Exact answer

$4.25 / kg

Mrs Hutton goes grocery
shopping and buys ...

...............
...............
...............
...............

Work out an estimated
cost of these groceries

$............................................
2.
Calculate the exact cost
of these groceries.
$............................................
Comments:

...........................
...........................

For each question, estimate an answer by rounding, then work
out the exact answer. Show your working in the spaces below.

17.

DO NOT

$24.80 =
$67.25 =

Round these money amounts to the nearest $100.00.

–

1.

2.
4.

Round these money amounts to the nearest $10.00.

Estimated answer

$1.30 / bunch

...........................
...........................

×

×

×

×

Rangi bought some new clothes.
They cost $9.95, $21.10, $8.85 and $10.30.
19.
Estimate the total cost of these clothes.
$................ + $................ + $................ + $................ = $....................
20. Check how close your estimate was, by calculating the exact
cost.
Exact cost = $......................................
Rebecca has $127.80 in her bank account.
She takes out $29.65 to buy some CD’s.
21.
Estimate how much money she has left in her account.
$.................... – $.................... = $..........................
22. Check how close your estimate was, by calculating the exact
cost.
Exact cost = $......................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver

PHOTOCOPY
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Term:

Week:

To be completed by:

B: Basic multiplication facts
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

596 + 1364 = ........................
900 – 609 = ..........................
295 × 30 = ............................
430 ÷ 5 = ..............................
$16.40 + $41.65 + $1.10 =
.................................................
$4.65 × 7 = ...........................
Draw
quarter
past 4
on this
clock face
Find ½ of $27.00
......................................
How many kilometres in
6000m? ................................
What would 6 books at
$4.80 each cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

C: Multiplication
challenge

Complete these long
multiplication problems.
1.

34096
× 436

2.

75614
× 859

DO NOT

Comments:

Complete each set of basic multiplication facts as quickly as you
can, without making too many mistakes.
Set 1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10 × 6 = ......
4 × 9 = ......
8 × 3 = ......
5 × 4 = ......
11 × 7 = ......
6 × 10 = ......
7 × 12 = ......
12 × 5 = ......
3 × 8 = ......
9 × 11 = ......

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Set 4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

12 × 6 = ......
3 × 9 = ......
9 × 3 = ......
10 × 4 = ......
4 × 7 = ......
8 × 10 = ......
5 × 12 = ......
11 × 5 = ......
6 × 8 = ......
7 × 11 = ......

11 × 6 = ......
6 × 9 = ......
7 × 3 = ......
12 × 4 = ......
3 × 7 = ......
9 × 10 = ......
10 × 12 = ......
4 × 5 = ......
8 × 8 = ......
5 × 11 = ......

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

4 × 6 = ......
8 × 9 = ......
5 × 3 = ......
11 × 4 = ......
6 × 7 = ......
7 × 10 = ......
12 × 12 = ......
3 × 5 = ......
9 × 8 = ......
10 × 11 = ......

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

7 × 6 = ......
12 × 9 = ......
3 × 3 = ......
9 × 4 = ......
10 × 7 = ......
4 × 10 = ......
8 × 12 = ......
5 × 5 = ......
11 × 8 = ......
6 × 11 = ......

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

5 × 6 = ......
11 × 9 = ......
6 × 3 = ......
7 × 4 = ......
12 × 7 = ......
3 × 10 = ......
9 × 12 = ......
10 × 5 = ......
4 × 8 = ......
8 × 11 = ......

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10 × 9 = ......
4 × 3 = ......
8 × 12 = ......
5 × 7 = ......
11 × 4 = ......
6 × 10 = ......
7 × 8 = ......
12 × 11 = ......
3 × 6 = ......
9 × 5 = ......

6 × 6 = ......
7 × 9 = ......
12 × 3 = ......
3 × 4 = ......
9 × 7 = ......
10 × 10 = ......
4 × 12 = ......
8 × 5 = ......
5 × 8 = ......
11 × 11 = ......
Set 9

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

8 × 6 = ......
5 × 9 = ......
11 × 3 = ......
6 × 4 = ......
7 × 7 = ......
12 × 10 = ......
3 × 12 = ......
9 × 5 = ......
10 × 8 = ......
4 × 11 = ......
Set 12

Set 11

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

3 × 6 = ......
9 × 9 = ......
10 × 3 = ......
4 × 4 = ......
8 × 7 = ......
5 × 10 = ......
11 × 12 = ......
6 × 5 = ......
7 × 8 = ......
12 × 11 = ......
Set 6

Set 8

Set 10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

9 × 6 = ......
10 × 9 = ......
4 × 3 = ......
8 × 4 = ......
5 × 7 = ......
11 × 10 = ......
6 × 12 = ......
7 × 5 = ......
12 × 8 = ......
3 × 11 = ......
Set 5

Set 7

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Set 3

Set 2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

9 × 9 = ......
10 × 3 = ......
4 × 12 = ......
8 × 7 = ......
5 × 4 = ......
11 × 10 = ......
6 × 8 = ......
7 × 11 = ......
12 × 6 = ......
3 × 5 = ......
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B: Word problems involving whole numbers
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

93.4 + 24.8 = ........................
2596 – 1208 = ......................
285 × 5 = ...............................
246 ÷ 6 = ..............................
$40.00 × 9 = ........................
$9.75 × 3 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Draw an
octagon

8.

9.

How many centimetres in
400 mm? ..............................
What would 6 books at
$1.75 each cost?
......................................

10.

C: More word problems

Jim bought five packets of jelly
beans. This table shows the
number of each colour of jelly
bean in each packet.

4

4

1

Team B

5

0

4

Team C

3

2

4

Team D

6

2

1

Teams score points as follows

DO NOT

Comments:

red

14

18

20

15

17

green

16

15

13

17

16

white

19

20

16

19

15

pink

20

17

22

19

23

Mr George is building a picket fence. For each metre
of fence, he needs 7 pickets.
7.
If he buys 441 pickets, how many metres of
fence can be built?
...................................
8.
If he is to build 36 metres of fence, how many
pickets will he need?
...................................

Two climbers are 1906 metres away from the top of a
mountain. In the next 4 fours they climbed 314m,
264m, 195m and 215m.
9.
How far away from the top of the mountain will
they be, after this four hours of climbing? .................................

A light-house light shines for 9 hours a day during spring
and summer. During autumn and winter the light shines
for 11 hours a day.
10.
For how many hours is the light shining during one
week in the spring or summer? ................................
11.
For how many hours is the light shining during one
week in the autumn or winter? ................................

( Points for win + draw + loss = total )

....... = ........
....... = ........
....... = ........
....... = ........

5

Karen estimated that there were about 630 bees in one beehive.
6.
How many bees would there be in 8 beehives?
...........................................

Calculate the points each
team has scored so far.

Team A = ....... + ....... +
Team B = ....... + ....... +
Team C = ....... + ....... +
Team D = ....... + ....... +

4

David has collected 96 cards from packets of potato chips.
5.
If he shares the cards amongst 4 friends, how many
cards does each friend get? ...............................

Win = 3 points
Draw = 2 points
Loss = 1 point

1.

3

How many pink jelly beans were in packet number 2? ................
Which packet had 13 green jelly beans? ...................
How many jelly beans in each packet?
Packet 1 = ................, Packet 2 = ................, Packet 3 = ................,
Packet 4 = ................, Packet 5 = ................
4.
How many of each colour of jelly bean was there?
red = .............., green = .............., white = .............., pink = ..............

Draw Loss

Team A

2

1.
2.
3.

Below is a table of results for
four soccer teams, for the
games they have played so far.
Win

1

12.

For how many hours does the light shine during all of the
spring and summer weeks?
................................
and for all of the autumn and winter weeks? ...........................
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B: Word problems involving decimals / money
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

1423 + 734 = ........................
660 – 459 = ..........................
394 × 20 = ............................
810 ÷ 5 = ..............................
$17.30 + $22.65 + $1.15 =
.................................................
$2.65 × 8 = ...........................
Draw
twenty-five
to 2
on this
clock face
Find ½ of $35.00
......................................
How many metres in
6km? ..................................
What would 9 books at
$3.10 each cost?
......................................

Mr Jones is going to build a wooden fence. To build the
fence he needs 140 palings, that are each 1.8m high.
1.
How many metres of wood does it take to make
these 140 palings?
...............................................
2.
If the palings cost $1.10 each, how much will 140
palings cost?
...............................................

English

57.3%

Maths

81.5%

Science

64.7%

History

59.6%

Japanese

76.2%

Shane’s big brother sat his high school exams last
week. This table shows his results.
3.
What did he score for Maths? ....................
4.
In which subject did he score 59.6%?
...............................................
5.
What is the total score for all five
subjects? ...............................................

Four teams are involved in a relay race. Each team has three
runners. The table shows how fast each runner ran their lap.
The time is in seconds.

C: What number
am I?

Complete each step to find
the final decimal number.
1.

Start with

14.8

divide by 2

...............

multiply by 6

...............

6.
7.
8.

1st
runner

2nd
runner

3rd
runner

Team A

74.6

75.6

80.9

Team B

80.9

74.9

75.1

Team C

77.3

70.6

76.6

Team D

71.5

77.9

82.1

Which team was leading after the 1st runner?
....................
What was the time for the 2nd runner in Team B? ....................
Calculate the total time for each team. Use the spaces below.

Team A

Team B

Team C

Team D

add 13.9

2.

Start with

43.6

subtract 16.4

...............

divide by 4

...............

add 17.7

3.

Start with

35.7

add 24.9

...............

subtract 21.9

...............

divide by 3

4.

Start with

4.92

multiply by 9

...............

divide by 3

...............

subtract 6.93
DO NOT

Comments:

+

9.

+

+

+

Which team came 1st ............................, 2nd ............................ and
3rd ............................ ?

A large roll of newspaper contains 50 metres of paper.
10.
If lengths of 15.7m, 7.9m and 12.8m were cut
from this roll, how much newspaper is left?
.................................

Glasshouse tomatoes are sold in bags weighing 500g.
Four tomatoes in one bag weigh 63.6g, 59.8g, 70.4g
and 67.4g.
11.
What weight of tomatoes is needed to be added
to this bag so that it weighs 500g? ..........................
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B: Understanding fractions
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

23.9 + 14.7 = ........................
710 – 656 = ..........................
412 × 12 = .............................
480 ÷ 60 = ............................
Draw a
pentagon

6.
7.

$5.90 × 8 = ...........................
Write 25 minutes to 8 as
digital time
:

8.

Find ½ of $6.50
......................................
How many kilometres in
7000m? .................................
What would 5 books at
$9.25 each cost?
......................................

9.

10.

D: Finding fractions
of a whole

Find the following fractions of a
whole.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1

What do these fractions mean?
1.

2
5

means ........ out of ......... 2.

5
7

3.

7
9

means ........ out of ......... 4.

10 means ........ out of .........
12

Write these words as fractions.
5.

one third

.............

6.

two sixths

.............

7.

four sevenths

.............

8.

two tenths

.............

10.

9

Write these fractions as words.
5

9.

/9

.........................................................

/ 13

.........................................................

C: Creating fractions

What fraction of each group of shapes is shaded?
1.

................

2.

................

3.

Draw a diagram to show the fraction 7/ 11

/ 2 of $15.00 =

...............

/ 4 of 24m =

...............

/ 8 of $32.00 =

...............

/ 9 of 45km =

...............

/3 of $24.00 =

...............

/5 of 200mm =

...............

A truck and its load weigh 14.5 tonnes.

/6 of 42.6L =

...............

2.

1
1
1

2
2
5

During one week it

rains on 3/ 7 of the days.
8.
On how many
days was it wet? ..............

E: More fractions of a whole

A carton of fruit juice contains 640 mL.
1.

for 4/ 7 of the days.
9.
For how many
days was the sun
shining?
...............
Comments:

If Jeff drinks 1/4 of the carton, how
much juice has he drunk?

.......................

If the truck weigh 1/ 5 of this
weight, how heavy is the truck ?

...................

Helen spends $48.00 on some Christmas presents.
3.

If 3/4 of this money was spent on books,
how much money did she spend on books? ...................
In Rachelle’s class there are 32 pupils.

During another week,
the sun was shining

DO NOT

means ........ out of .........

4.

If 5/8 of the pupils like skiing, how
many pupils like skiing?

...................

Richard is running in a 5000m school cross country race.
5.

If after 4/ 5 of the distance he takes the
lead, how far away from the finish is he? ...................
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B: Length measurement units
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

18.9 + 15.4 = ........................
3000 – 2068 = .....................
173 × 9 = ...............................
720 ÷ 12 = .............................
$15.10 + $12.80 + $4.60 =
.................................................
$3.85 × 8 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ¼ of $12.80
......................................
How many litres in
3.5kL? ..................................
What would 9 books at
$1.80 each cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

D: What unit would
you use?

Which measurement
unit, millimetre,
centimetre, metre
or kilometre would you use to
measure the following ...
1.
the length of a boot lace?
......................................
2.
the distance between two
towns? ..................................
3.
the height of a tall
tree? ......................................
4.
the distance you can
throw a softball?
......................................
5.
the thickness of 40
sheets of paper?
......................................
6.
the length of your leg?
......................................
7.
the distance of a cross country race?
......................................
DO NOT

Comments:

Write the abbreviation for each length measurement unit.
1.

millimetre = .............

2.

centimetre = .............

3.

metre = .............

4.

kilometre = .............

Write in the missing length measurement units for these statements.
5.

1 m = 1000 ..............

6.

1 m = 100 ..............

7.

1 cm = 10 ..............

8.

1 km = 1000 ..............

9.

1000 mm = 1 ..............

10.

1000 m = 1 ..............

C: Converting between units

Fill in the missing numbers to make each statement correct, as you
convert between length measurement units.
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
15.
17.
19.

3 m = .............. cm
500 cm = .............. m
7000 m = .............. km
6.3 m = .............. cm
4700 m = .............. km
590 cm = .............. m
75.5 cm = .............. mm
1.6 m = ................... mm
85 cm = ............... m
0.720 km = ................... m

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.

60mm = .............. cm
9 km = ................... m
3000 mm = .............. m
63 cm = .............. mm
7.2 km = ................... m
5800 mm = .............. m
936 mm = .............. cm
7580 m = .............. km
0.64 m = .............. cm
0.32 cm = .............. mm

E: Word problems

1.

Jeff is making a four shelf bookcase using timber
shelves and bricks. If the shelves are 1.6m long,
how much timber will he require? ..................................
2.

3.

The school cross-country is six laps around the
school grounds. If the race is 4200m, how long
is each lap?
...................................

Kelly is going to bike between two towns that are
137km apart. In the first hour he bikes 25km.
Then he bikes 19km, 23km and 24km in the next
three hours. How much further does he have to
go?
........................................
4.

Katie competed in run / bicycle / run race. The
first run was 3000m, the bicycle ride was 8km
and the final run was 2000m. How far was the
race? Give two answers.
........................... m or ........................... km
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B: Mass and capacity units
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.56 + 3.75 = ........................
900 – 723 = ........................
246 × 12 = .............................
480 ÷ 60 = ............................
What are the first 5
multiples of 20?
.................................................
$5.70 × 8 = ...........................
Convert 6:46 p.m. to 24
hour time

6.
7.

:

8.

Find ½ of $7.30
......................................
How many kilometres in
5100m? .................................
What would 5 books at
$6.85 each cost?
......................................

9.

10.

D: What unit would
you use?

Which measurement
unit, milligram, gram,
kilogram, tonne, millilitre or
litre would you use to measure
the following ...
1.
the volume of medicine in
a bottle? ..........................
2.
the weight of a packet of
biscuits?
..........................
3.
the capacity of a jug?
......................................
4.
the mass of a 4 storey
building?
..........................
5.
the weight of a piece of
paper?
..........................
6.
the amount of milk added
to a cup of coffee?
......................................
7.
the weight of 1500 grains
of sand? ...............................
8.
the volume of ink in a pen?
......................................
DO NOT

Comments:

Write the abbreviation for each mass (weight) and
capacity (volume) measurement unit.
1.

milligram = .............

2.

gram = .............

3.

kilogram = .............

4.

tonne = .............

5.

millilitre = .............

6.

litre = .............

Write in the missing measurement units for these statements.
7.

1 g = 1000 ..............

8.

1000 g = 1 ..............

9.

1000 kg = 1 ..............

10.

1 kg = 1000 ..............

11.

1 tonne = 1000 ..............

12.

1000 mL = 1 ..............

13.

1 L = 1000 ..............

14.

1000 L = 1 ..............

C: Converting between units

Fill in the missing numbers to make each statement correct, as you
convert between mass and capacity measurement units.
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.

5 g = .............. mg
7000 mL = .............. L
9000 g = .............. kg
4.8 L = .............. mL
3700 g = .............. kg
0.750 kg = .............. g
5.9 L = .............. mL

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.

4 L = .............. mL
8 tonne = ................... kg
3000 kg = .............. t
4300 mg = .............. g
5900 g = ................... kg
2.6 t = .............. kg
9.1 g = .............. mg

1.

A carton of fruit juice contains 650 mL. If Jeff
buys 12 cartons of juice, how many millilitres of juice
does he have?
...........................................

E: Word problems

2.

A truck and its load weighed 15.7 tonnes. If the
empty truck weighed 6.4 tonnes, how heavy was
the load ?
.......................................

Jenny measured the volume of water she used one
washing 13.5L
day, as shown in this table.
cooking 2.9L
3.
How much more did she use on the garden
drinks
2.4L
than for cooking?
.......................................
shower 12.7L
4.
How many 200mL glasses of water did she
garden 18.6L
drink?
.......................................
5.
How much water did she use that day? ..............................
6.

Helen buys 1.5kg of meat for tea. If five people are
to share this meat, how much meat does each person
have to eat? Answer in grams. ..................................
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B: Temperature
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

57.9 + 23.5 = ........................
1000 – 608 = ........................
167 × 9 = ...............................
550 ÷ 50 = ............................
$1.35 + $6.98 – $4.25 =
.................................................
$5.15 × 8 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ½ of $9.50
......................................
How many tonnes in
5300kg? ...............................
What would 9 books at
$5.65 each cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

D: Qualitative data
hot

1.

The temperature given on television uses the symbol oC.
What does oC mean?
..........................................................

2.

What is the temperature on this diagram of
a thermometer? .......................................
If the temperature is 1OC then rises 7OC,
what is the new temperature? .........................
If the temperature is 0OC then rises 6OC,
what is the new temperature? .........................
If the temperature is 7OC then falls 6 OC,
what is the new temperature? .........................
If the temperature is 0OC then falls 5 OC,
what is the new temperature? .........................
If the temperature is 3OC then falls 8 OC,
what is the new temperature? .........................
If the temperature is –5OC then rises 7OC,
what is the new temperature? .........................

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

C A

0 mm

sour

D

DO NOT

Comments:

10

B

20

5.
6.
7.
8.

cold

Pupils were asked to describe
some food they were given.
1.
Which food was described
as hot and sour? ................
2.
If Kelly does not like sour
food, which foods can
she eat?
..........................
3.
Describe food C.
.................................................
.................................................
4.
Describe food D.
.................................................
.................................................

– 5OC

measurement given by the pointers A to D. Remember to include
the units.

B

C

0OC

C: Reading scales

A

D

5OC

Study each example of a measurement scale and state the

E

sweet

10OC

60

A = .........................
B = .........................
C = .........................
D = .........................

80

100

40

120

20

023067

0

160

km/hr

12.
13.

1.
2.
3.
4.

140

A = .........................
B = .........................
C = .........................
D = .........................
B

0 cm

D

20

C

A

40

This is a diagram of the speedo of Mr
Murray’s car.
9.
What does it measure? ............................
.........................................................................
10.
What do the letters km/hr mean?
.........................................................................
11.
What speed is he going at the moment?
............................................

By how much will he have to increase speed so that his
car is travelling at 75 km/hr?
............................................
How far has Mr Murray travelled in his
car so far?
............................................
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B: Drawing and measuring lines
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.75 + 1.28 = ........................
800 – 495 = ........................
408 × 11 = .............................
880 ÷ 110 = ..........................
What are the first 5
multiples of 50?
.................................................
$7.25 × 8 = ...........................
Convert 10:25 a.m. to 24
hour time

6.
7.

:

8.

Find ½ of $17.50
......................................
How many millimetres in
3.2m? .................................
What would 7 books at
$5.75 each cost?
......................................

9.

10.

C: Perimeter of shapes

The distance around the
outside of a shape is
called the perimeter.
Find the perimeter of
these shapes.

Draw the following lines in the space provided.
1.

line AB = 5cm

2.

line CD = 35mm

3.

line EF = 4.7cm

4.

line GH = 63mm

Measure the following lines to the nearest centimetre.
5.

line AB = ............... cm

C
line CD = .............. cm
Measure the following lines to the nearest millimetre.
E
7.
line EF = ............... mm

6.

8.

line GH = .............. mm

1.

45mm

perimeter = ...............................

2.

6m

2.

7m

8m

12m

X mm

36mm

Comments:

front

47m

Mary wants to place a board around
her garden. She drew a diagram and
measured each side. Use her
diagram to work out the perimeter
of her garden.
.....................................................

The school cross-country race is 3
laps of the school grounds.
3.
How far is one lap of the
course? ...........................................
4.
How long is the 3 lap race?
...........................................
5.
Convert your answer to
kilometres. .....................................

26mm

DO NOT

H

14m

20mm

perimeter = ...............................

F

G

Mr Jones is building a fence on the
35m
sides and the back of his section.
How long is the fence going to be?
................ + ................ + ................ = ................

23mm

31mm

D

D: Word problems

5m

1.

B

A

43mm

6.

320m

250m

270m

185m

175m

The perimeter of this shape is
94mm. How long is the side
marked X?
......................................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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Term:

Week:

To be completed by:

B: Calculating area
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n
C
l
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ed

A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

1.69 + 13.88 = .......................
1000 – 765 = ........................
194 × 9 = ...............................
630 ÷ 7 = ..............................
$15.25 – $8.40 =
.................................................
$6.35 × 9 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ¼ of $37.00
......................................
How many millimetres in
4.3cm? ..................................
What would 12 books at
$1.65 each cost?
......................................

C: Volume

‘If you can paint it, it has area’, said Jane.
Estimate the area of these shaded shapes by counting the squares.
1.

2.

Estimated area = ................

squares

Estimated area = ................

squares

Calculate the area of these shapes.

3cm

5cm

3.

......... squares

6.

Mr Williamson is going to paint his fence.
If the fence is 32 metres long and 2 metres
high, what is the area to be painted?
................................... square metres

Draw two different
shapes that both
have a volume of
4 cubes.

4.

......... squares

5.

........... sq cm

D: Calculating volume

“If you can fill it, it has volume’, said Jack.
Calculate the volume for each diagram by counting
the cubes. Give your answers in ‘cubes’.
Remember to include the cubes you cannot fully see.

1.
DO NOT

Comments:

Volume = .................. cubes

2.

Volume = .................. cubes
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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To be completed by:

B: Understanding time
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.56 + 19.90 = ......................
500 – 364 = ........................
318 × 12 = .............................
540 ÷ 90 = ............................
What are the first 5
multiples of 9?
.................................................
$3.60 × 8 = ...........................
Convert 6:15 p.m. to 24
hour time

6.
7.

:

8.

Find ½ of $7.50
......................................
How many kilograms in
5200g? .................................
What would 5 books at
$3.85 each cost?
......................................

9.

10.

D: Calendar months

1.

2.
3.

How many days in
March?
.....................
How many days in July?
.....................
How many days in
November? .....................

Fill in the missing numbers to make each statement correct, as you
convert between time measurement units.
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
15.
17.
19.

1.

DO NOT

Comments:

90 seconds = .......... minutes
5 minutes = .......... seconds
180 minutes = .......... hours
8 hours = .......... minutes
1 hour = .......... seconds
72 hours = .......... days
3¼ days = .......... hours
59½ days = .......... weeks
12½ weeks = .......... days
1 decade = .......... years

Linda has been working for 28 days on a school
project. How many weeks is this? ......................
2.

3.

Jack plays a computer game which takes him 210
minutes. Convert this time to hours and minutes.
...............hrs ...........minutes

Fire fighter took 4¼ hours to get a fire under
control. Convert this time to minutes. ........................
4.

A plane flight takes 330 minutes. Convert this time
to hours and minutes. ...............hrs ...........minutes

E: Timetables

This timetable shows the
departure times of a bus
travelling from section 1 to the square.

2.

Jacob was asked to look
after a friend’s pet while
he was away on a 4 week
holiday. If he started
looking after the pet on
Friday 23rd of May, on
what day will he return
the pet to his friend?
...............................................

2.
4.
6.
8.
10.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.

C: Word problems

1.

4.

60 seconds = .......... minute
300 seconds = .......... minutes
8½ minutes = .......... seconds
360 minutes = .......... hours
7½ hours = .......... minutes
24 hours = .......... day
4½ days = .......... hours
21 days = .......... weeks
11 weeks = .......... day s
1 year = .......... weeks

3.

4.
5.
6.

Bus stop

Time (a.m.)

Section 1

7:15

Section 2

7:23

Section 3
7:42
What time does the bus leave
Section 4
8:02
section 3? .................................
Jodie takes 7 minutes to walk to the Section 5
8:14
section 4 bus stop. At what time
Section 6
8:29
does she leave home to catch the
Section 7
8:41
bus?
.................................
Square
9:00
Gail catches the bus at the section
5 bus stop, to travel to the square.
How long is her bus ride?
.................................
Brent rides to the square each day. If his bus ride is 31
minutes long, at what section stop did he catch the bus? .........
Fred rides from section 2 to section 6. How long is his
journey?
.................................
How long does it take from section 1 to the square? ...............
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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M4

Term:

Week:

To be completed by:

A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

B: Analogue time
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ed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

60.8 + 42.9 = ........................
1500 – 1110 = ........................
87 × 12 = ...............................
4800 ÷ 40 = ..........................
$54.25 – $37.95 =
.................................................
$813 × 9 = ...........................
Draw ¼
to 3
on this
clock

6.
7.

8.

Find ¾ of $32.00
......................................
How many litres in
7400mL? ..............................
What would 9 books at
$6.75 each cost?
......................................

9.

10.

Draw the following times on these clock faces.
1.

2.

25 to 2

3.

10 past 6

5.

6.

03:45

4.

¼ to 5

7.

¼ past 11

8.

09:53

10:25

12:14

C: Digital time:

Write these analogue times as digital times.
1.

2.

3.

4.

D: Word problem

1.

Jason timed a fly
as it was flying
around the room.
He stopped timing
each time it landed.
These are his results.

2 minutes 23 seconds,
1 minute 47 seconds,
3 minutes 14 seconds,
2 minutes 45 seconds,
1 minute 34 seconds,
1 minute 17 seconds

1.

2.
3.

Convert each time above
to seconds.
....................... , .......................
....................... , .......................
....................... , .......................
Add the total time in
seconds. ...............................
Convert your time to
minutes. ...............................

DO NOT

Comments:

:

5.

:

:

:

Write each time above in words.
clock 1 = .................................. clock 2 = ..................................
clock 3 = .................................. clock 4 = ..................................

E: More word problems

1.

Mary’s soccer game started at 9:20 a.m. on
Saturday morning. By 10:35 a.m. the game was over.
How long was the game of soccer? .................................
2.

3.

Linda started playing tennis at 10:40 a.m. If she
played for 47 minutes, at what time did she
finish playing?
...................................

Ben used an egg-timer to time the cooking time
for a boiled egg. The egg-timer runs out after 2
minutes 35 seconds. If a digital watch is showing

12:0840

as the egg starts cooking

at what time will the egg be ready? .........................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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Term:

Week:

To be completed by:

B: Directional words
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n
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l
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ed

A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

26.5 + 87.6 = ........................
60.00 – 37.62 = ...................
112 × 12 = .............................
560 ÷ 80 = ............................
Convert 4600mL to L
......................................
$3.45 × 9 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ¾ of $4.80
......................................
How many centimetres in
4.2m? ....................................
What would 7 books at
$5.75 each cost?
......................................

Darren is standing at the point marked by an X on this diagram,
surrounded by his pets. Darren is facing north.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

As Darren is facing
north, which pet is
directly in front of him?
...................................

Which animal will Darren see if he turns to his left? .................
If Darren does a ¼ turn anti-clockwise, which pet will he face?
.................................
Which pet is south of Darren?
.....................................
Describe two different ways in which Darren could move, so
that he could see the frog.
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................

C: Parallel and perpendicular

1.

Draw two lines
that are parallel.

2.

Draw two lines that
are perpendicular.

3.

Comments:

D: Faces, edges & vertices

Use the words face, edge and vertex , to name
the parts of this diagram labelled by the
C
letters A, B & C.
1.
2.
3.

What do we call an angle
between two lines that has
a small box drawn in the
corner, as in this diagram?
.......................................................

DO NOT

X

4.

On this diagram, circle a
pair of lines that are
perpendicular.
Label with the letter A.

5.

On this diagram, circle a
pair of lines that are
parallel.
Label with the letter B.

A = .........................
B = .........................
C = .........................

A

B

How many faces, edges and vertices do these 3D
shapes have, including the ones you cannot see?
4.

5.

faces = .................
edges = .................
vertices = .................

faces = .................
edges = .................
vertices = .................

6.

faces = .................
edges = .................
vertices = .................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Naming 2D shapes
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ed

A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

3.65 + 12.30 = ......................
600 – 267 = ........................
2.64 × 8 = ..............................
560 ÷ 7 = ..............................
$56.25 – $47.80 =
.................................................
$280 ÷ 70 = .........................
Convert 11:15 p.m. to 24
hour time
:

8.
9.

10.

Find 50% of 480kg
......................................
How many days in 7½
weeks? .................................
If 9 books cost $20.70,
what does one book cost?
......................................

Name these 2D shapes drawn below, using the names in the box.
1.

2.

3.

....................................

....................................

....................................

4.

5.

6.

....................................

....................................

....................................

7.

8.

9.

....................................

....................................

....................................

10.

11.

12.

....................................

....................................

....................................

hexagon, triangle, ellipse (oval), decagon, heptagon, circle,
octagon, rectangle, parallelogram, nonagon, pentagon, square

C: Naming 3D shapes

D: Describing 2D shapes

Name these 3D shapes, using the words in the box.

Describe using geometry words,
each of these 2D shapes.

1.

2.

3.

....................................

....................................

....................................

4.

5.

6.

....................................

....................................

....................................

1. .......................................................
............................................................
............................................................
............................................................
............................................................

2. ......................................................
............................................................
............................................................
............................................................
............................................................
DO NOT

Comments:

cylinder, cube, cone, cuboid (rectangular box), sphere, triangular prism

E: Describing 3D shapes

Imagine you are talking on the telephone. Describe each 3D shape
below, using geometry words such as face, edge, vertices, parallel,
perpendicular and right-angled.

1. ..........................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
2. ..........................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Understanding and using ‘Nets’
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.54 + 6.40 = ........................
30.00 – 15.7 = ......................
275 × 9 = ...............................
540 ÷ 90 = ............................
Convert 6.4g to mg
......................................
$3.10 × 8 = ...........................
Draw
25 to 11
on this clock
face

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Solve X + 34 = 49
X = ..............................
How many days in
October? ......................
If 8 books cost $27.20,
what does one book cost?
......................................

D: Drawing 3D object

Peter made a special box for a birthday present. Below is the net
for his box.
1.
When this net is folded to
form the box, what shape
does it create?
..........................................................
2.

Draw a net for this container.

C: Drawing 3D objects / Isometric paper

Copy these diagrams onto the isometric paper..
1.

Draw this object on the
isometric paper below.
1.

2.

3.

DO NOT

Comments:

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Understanding scale maps
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

63.30 + 0.87 = .....................
2222 – 967 = .......................
7.35 × 40 = ...........................
2400 ÷ 8 = ............................
List the first 5 multiples
of 11
.................................................
$3600 ÷ 30 = .......................
Convert 9:46 a.m. to 24
hour time

6.
7.

Below is part of a map of Wellington.

:

8.
9.

10.

Find ¾ of 160mm
......................................
How many weeks in 45½
days? .................................
If 12 books cost $25.20,
what does one book cost?
......................................

C: Drawing pathways
(loci)

Draw the locus for each of
these situations.
1.
A bee flying
around your head.

Scale:

1.
2.

3.

0

500m

1000m

On the scale above, 2cm is equal to ............................... metres.
Find and measure the length of Thompson Street, to the
nearest centimetre.
.....................................
Using your measurement in question 2 and the scale, is
Thompson Street 500m, 750m or 1000m long? ..........................

Locate the Newmans Bus Depot on the map. Follow these instructions ...

4.
5.
6.
7.

• exit the Newmans Bus Depot using Taranki Street,
• turn left as you exit, then turn right into Buckle Street,
• turn left into Tory Street, then turn down the fourth street
on your left,
What street are you in now? ...........................................................
• walk to the end of this street and turn left,
What street are you in now? ...........................................................
• continue walking, turn into the fourth street on your left,
What street are you in now? ...........................................................
• walk down this street until you come to a park.
Where are you now? ..........................................................................

D: Describing a pathway (locus)

2.

A ball rolling off a stool.

Billy ran around his backyard as follows.
Describe his path, starting at point X .
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................

DO NOT

Comments:

X

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Exploring reflections
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

29.60 + 3.65 = .....................
65.30 – 8.45 = .....................
7.15 × 8 = ..............................
4500 ÷ 50 = ..........................
Convert 6.2m to cm
......................................
$7.64 × 11 = ..........................
Draw
20 to 2
on this clock
face

6.
7.

8.

Solve X – 36 = 61
X = ..............................
How many days in
September? ......................
If 11 books cost $27.50,
what does one book cost?
......................................

9.

10.

D: Paper designs

Cut two small pieces of paper
that will fit in the boxes below.
By folding the paper and using
scissors, create designs with
the following number of lines
of symmetry.
1.

On these simple shapes, draw in the lines of symmetry,
if they have any.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

How many lines of symmetry does each shape above have?
7.
question 1 = .......... question 2 = .......... question 3 = ..........
question 4 = .......... question 5 = .......... question 6 = ..........

C: Creating designs

Reflect the design in the left-hand square 3 times, as shown by

the numbered arrows, to create a design using the arrows as lines of
symmetry.
1
2
3

1 line of symmetry.

E: Describing patterns

Design 1

Describe how each design was created.
Draw in any lines of symmetry.

2.

2 lines of symmetry.

1. .............................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
Design 2

2. .............................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................

DO NOT

Comments:

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Exploring rotation
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

0.45 + 15.90 = ......................
333 – 208 = ........................
6.45 × 60 = ...........................
4900 ÷ 70 = ..........................
List the first 5 multiples
of 10
.................................................
$45.60 ÷ 30 = ......................
Convert 10:36 p.m. to 24
hour time
:

8.

9.

10.

Find 50% of 36m
......................................
How many weeks in one
year? .................................
What would 14 books at
$1.60 each cost?
......................................

D: Rotational symmetry

The following pieces are from a
puzzle.

Each striped shape has been rotated to a new position (clear shape).
Describe how each rotation has been carried out. The centre of
each rotation is marked by the letter X .
1.

2.

X

X

............................................................
...........................................................
............................................................

............................................................
...........................................................
............................................................

3.

4.

X

X

............................................................
...........................................................
............................................................

............................................................
...........................................................
............................................................

C: Creating designs

Rotate the design in the left-hand square ¼ turn clockwise 3
times, as shown by the numbered arrows, to create a design.

The number of different ways
these shapes can fit into this
puzzle is the rotational
symmetry for that shape.

What is the rotational
symmetry for each shape?

1.

....................

2.

....................

3.

....................

DO NOT

Comments:

1

2

3

E: Describing designs

Describe how this design has been created.
.................................................................................
.................................................................................
.................................................................................
.................................................................................
.................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Exploring translations
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

61.80 + 5.95 = .....................
62.40 – 6.55 = .....................
6.07 × 9 = ..............................
2400 ÷ 800 = .......................
Convert 679mm to cm
......................................
$3.93 × 11 = ..........................
Draw
¼ past 9
on this clock
face

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Solve X × 11 = 121
X = ..............................
How many days in
August? ......................
If 100 books cost $65.00,
what does one book cost?
......................................

D: Translating shapes

Move each shape by the
directions given. Draw the new

The striped shapes have been translated to a new position
(clear shape). Describe each translation starting with the left
or right movement first, followed by the up or down movement.
1.

2.

............................................................
...........................................................
............................................................

............................................................
...........................................................
............................................................

3.

4.

............................................................
...........................................................
............................................................

............................................................
...........................................................
............................................................

position of each shape.
1.

2.

3.

Move the triangle 2
squares to the right, then
4 squares up.
Move the circle 4 squares
to the left, then 2 squares
up.
Move the parallelogram 2
squares to the left, then 3
squares down.

C: Creating designs

Translate the design in the left-hand square 3 times, as shown by
the numbered arrows, to create a design.
1

2

3

E: Describing translations

N
Using the compass directions,
describe how you would get
from ... (1 square = 10 metres across)
1.
A to B ......................................................
2.
B to C ......................................................
3.
C to D ......................................................

DO NOT

Comments:

A

B

D

C

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Tessellations
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

0.92 + 17.62 = ......................
555 – 268 = ........................
4.26 × 80 = ...........................
7200 ÷ 60 = ..........................
List the first 5 multiples
of 15
.................................................
$68.80 ÷ 20 = ......................
Convert this time to a.m
or p.m. ..................................

Add at least 10 more of the same shape to each diagram to show you
understand what tessellating is.
1.

2.

14:25

8.
9.

10.

Find ¼ of 60km
......................................
How many days in a leap
year? .................................
What would 200 books at
$0.55 each cost?
......................................

C: Exploring enlargement

Study each pair of diagrams, then work out the scale of the
enlargement. A is the original diagram, B is the new diagram.
1.

D: Drawing
enlargements

2.

B

B

A

Draw a face in the top grid.

A

The scale of the enlargement
is ........................

The scale of the enlargement
is ........................

E: Drawing enlargements

Draw a new diagram of your
face but, enlarge your diagram
by a scale of 2.

Enlarge each shape by the scale given. Note that one of the
shapes will get smaller.

1.

DO NOT

Comments:

Enlarge the shape using a
scale of 3.

2.

Enlarge the shape using a
scale of ½.
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Mathematical signs: <, =, >
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

29.3 + 15.8 = ........................
1000 – 497 = ........................
206 × 9 = ...............................
540 ÷ 6 = ..............................
List the factors of 10
.................................................
$4.05 × 8 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find 50% of $3.20
......................................
How many litres in
4.1kL? ..................................
What would 9 books at
$1.35 each cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

D: Finite / Infinite

Use either finite or infinite to
complete these statements.
1.

2.

3.

4.

The whole numbers start
at 0 and go on forever.
This forms an
......................................... list.
The number of people
living in a town is a
................................. list.
The number of different
ways you could rename the
number 20 is
............................................. .
The number of clouds in
the sky is
............................................. .

Name one thing that is finite.
5.
.................................................
.................................................
Name one thing that is infinite.
6.
.................................................
.................................................
DO NOT

Comments:

Place one of the signs that means ‘ is less than’, is greater than’ or ‘is
equal to’ in the gaps below.
1.

53.8 .......... 53.9

2.

0.349 .......... 0.349

3.

115.3 .......... 115.2

4.

8 + 17 .......... 50 ÷ 2

5.

5 × 4 .......... 80 ÷ 4

6.

9 × 9 .......... 92 – 12

7.

64 ÷ 8 .......... 7 + 9

8.

5 × 8 .......... 10 × 4

9.

42 – 25 .......... 3 × 6

10.

1.4 × 6 .......... 6.3 + 2.6

C: Renaming numbers:

These numbers have been renamed using one of the four
mathematical operations.
Match the numbers (1 to 10) with their renamed form (A to J).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

8
12
20
36
19
31
56
90
75
200

...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

11 + 8
135 – 45
48 ÷ 6
146 + 54
7×8
140 – 120
15 × 5
50 – 19
144 ÷ 12
4×9

E: Continuing shape patterns:

The first three shapes of each pattern have been drawn. Draw the
next two shapes for each pattern, then describe how each
pattern was created.
1.

...............................................................................................................................
2.

...............................................................................................................................
3.

...............................................................................................................................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Number Sequences
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.29 + 14.9 = ........................
500 – 309 = ........................
251 × 12 = .............................
450 ÷ 90 = ............................
What are the first 5
multiples of 9?
.................................................
$6.30 × 8 = ...........................
Convert 3:09 p.m. to 24
hour time

6.
7.

:

8.

Find ½ of $7.90
......................................
How many kilograms in
8300g? .................................
What would 5 books at
$5.25 each cost?
......................................

9.

10.

D: Input / output
diagrams

Use the rule in the box to
create part of a sequence.
Input

Rule

1
3
4

1.

................................................................................................................................
4.
4, 10, 16, ............, ............, ............, 40, 46, ............, ............, ............
................................................................................................................................
5.
1, 5, 25, ............, ................, ................., 15625, ..........................
................................................................................................................................

C: Creating a sequence given a rule

Find the next five numbers for each sequence,

given the rule.
1.
Start with 6, then add 9 to each new number.
2.

6, ................, ................, ................, ................, ................
Start with 5, then multiply each new number by 3

3.

5, ................, ................, ................, ................, ................
Start with 200, then subtract 21 from each new number.
200, ................, ................, ................, ................, ................

At a local supermarket, the cost of meat is worked
out using the following rule, ‘the cost of meat is the weight
of meat in kilograms multiplied by $13.95’.
Use this rule to work out the cost of buying ...
1.
2 kgs of meat ..................
2.
4 kgs of meat ...................
3.
10 kgs of meat ..................
4.
25 kgs of meat .................

C

D

input / output numbers.

Output

When buying CD’s on mail-order there is a postage charge. This
diagram below shows the cost of CD’s, plus the postage charge.
Use this rule to work out the cost of buying ...

17

?

19
13
7

2.

................................................................................................................................
3.
100, 94, 88 ............, ............, ............, 64, 58, ..........., ..........., ...........

E: Practical problems involving rules

go in this box between the

24

................................................................................................................................
2.
3, 6, 12, ..........., ............, ............, 192, 384, ............, ............, ............

B

Work out the rule that would

Rule

1, 3, 5, ............, ............, ............, 13, 15, ............, ............, ............

A

A = .............. B = ..............
C = .............. D = ..............

Input

1.

Output

Multiply
by 3,
then
add 7

2

Look at each number sequence to work out the pattern. Fill in the
missing numbers, then describe how the sequence was created.

12
6
0

Number of
CD’s

1
4

.................................................

8

.................................................

12

DO NOT

Comments:

Rule

$15.00
each, plus
$4.00
postage

Cost

?
?
?
?

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1 CD
.......................
4 CD’s
.......................
8 CD’s
.......................
12 CD’s
.......................
If Bill spent $94 on
CD’s, including postage,
how many CD’s did he
buy?
.........................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Relationship graphs
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

63.6 + 7.63 = ........................
1000 – 629 = ........................
163 × 11 = ..............................
810 ÷ 9 = ..............................
$156.35 – $102.25
......................................
$4.15 × 7 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find 50% of $11.20
......................................
How many millimetres in
1.2m ? ...................................
If 7 books cost $37.10,
what does one book cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Jack
Jack
This is a graph showing the relationship
John
John
‘is older than’.
1.
Who is Jack older than?
Bill
Bill
....................................
Ben
Ben
2.
Why is there no arrow pointing
away from Ben? ...................................................................................
3.
List the boys from oldest to youngest.
..........................., ..........................., ..........................., ...........................
This is a graph of the relationship, ‘how Linda was feeling on each of
5 days’. Use this information to answer these questions.
4.

On what day of the week was
she feeling very sick?
....................................
On what day was she feeling
great?
.....................................
What word could you use to
describe how she was feeling on
Wednesday? ..................................

How Linda was feeling

great

5.
6.

very sick

M T W T F
Days

C: Map references

D: Mathematical graphs

Below is part of a map of Lyttelton.

y

6

8

B

7

A

6

5

C

5

4

4

E

3

3

2
1

2

D

0

1

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Name the streets that have the map
references (F,3) ................................................
and (C,4)
.................................................
What are the map references for the following
places?
2.
The tunnel entrance
( ......... , .........)
3.
The P.O. on London St. ( ......... , .........)
4.
The library
( ......... , .........)
5.
No. 4 wharf
( ......... , .........)
6.
Lyttelton railway station ( ......... , .........)

1.

1.

DO NOT

Comments:

2.

3.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

x

What are the two numbers that go in the
brackets to describe where each of these
points are on this graph?
A = ( ....... , .......) B = ( ....... , .......)
C = ( ....... , .......) D = ( ....... , .......)
E = ( ....... , .......)
Draw these points on the graph, joining each
point in order with a line as you go.
(1,2), (4,5), (10,5), (7,2), (1,2)
What shape have you created?
......................................................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Balancing scales
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.66 + 10.8 = ........................
50 – 35.7 = ........................
634 × 11 = .............................
420 ÷ 60 = ............................
What are the first 5
multiples of 8?
.................................................
$5.95 × 6 = ...........................
Convert 3:55 a.m. to 24
hour time

6.
7.

Use the information in this box to balance these scales.

=

1.

9.

10.

Find ¼ of $13.40
......................................
How many centimetres in
367mm? ...............................
What would 13 books at
$0.90 each cost?
......................................

D: Guess the number
Think of a number.
I subtract 17.
The result is 15.
What is the number?

1.

.....................

Think of a number.
I add 19.
The result is 36.
What is the number?

2.

.....................

Think of a number.
I divide by 3, then subtract 6.
The result is 4.
What is the number?

3.

4.
DO NOT

.....................
Comments:

27

One equation for these scales would be
14 – 27 = X. Write a second equation for
these scales, then solve it.
3.
......................................................................

C: Solving equations

Solve these equations.
1.

a + 16 = 27

a = .......... 2.

b – 19 = 27

b = ..........

3.

54 ÷ 6 = c

c = .......... 4.

12 × 30 = d

d = ..........

5.

e × 15 = 90

e = .......... 6.

f ÷ 12 = 9

f = ..........

7.

60 ÷ g = 15

g = .......... 8.

17 × h = 68

h = ..........

9.

87 + i = 115

i = .......... 10.

54 – j = 27

j = ..........

E: Solving word problems

Write an equation for each word problem, then solve it.
1.

In Mr Stevenson’s class there are 17 boys.
If the class has 31 pupils in total, how pupils are girls?

Equation: .......................................................... Answer: ...............

2.

Mrs Grey spent $39.80 on some meat.
If the meat cost $9.95 per kilogram, how
many kilograms did she buy?

Equation: .......................................................... Answer: ...............

3.

.....................

Think of a number.
I multiply by 3, then add 13.
The result is 31.
What is the number?

=

2.

14

:

8.

=

What will it cost to buy 10 new soccer balls,
if each ball costs $8.95?

Equation: .......................................................... Answer: ...............

4.

David now has $56.50 in his bank account.
If he deposited $31.75 into his account
yesterday, how much was already in the account?

Equation: .......................................................... Answer: ...............
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Using a word formula
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

6.35 + 19.2 = ........................
100 – 43.6 = ........................
123 × 11 = ..............................
480 ÷ 30 = ............................
$135.65 – $86.30
.................................................
$4.25 × 9 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find 50% of $6.40
......................................
How many grams in 6.4kg?
.....................................
If 8 books cost $26.00,
what does each book cost?
......................................

Use the word formula to work out these problems.

The cost of buying eggs is given by the formula,
‘for every dozen eggs you buy it costs $2.70’ .
1.
What would it cost to buy 3 dozen eggs? $.........................
2.
What would it cost to buy half a dozen? $.........................

The number of bricks needed to build a fence is given
by the formula, ‘the length of the fence in metres
multiplied by 9 bricks’.
3.
How many bricks are needed to build a fence
that is 20 metres long?
.........................
4.
How long is a fence that was built with 162
bricks?
.........................

The cost of buying mail order books is given by the
formula, ‘the number of books multiplied by $6.00,
plus $3.50 postage’.
5.
What would it cost to buy 8 books through mail
order?
.........................
6.
How many books were bought with $27.50?
........................

C: Using a formula

Use each formula given to work out these
problems.
The cost of cartons of juice (J)
is given by the formula,

J = $1.55 × N , where N is the number of

1.

2.
3.

cartons of juice bought.
What would 5 cartons of juice cost?
J = ..............................
What would 9 cartons of juice cost?
J = ..............................
How many cartons of juice can be bought
with $9.30?
N = ..............................

In each carton of juice there is enough juice for 4
pupils. The number of cartons of juice (C) needed
for a class party is given by the formula,

C = P ÷ 4 , where P is the number of

4.

5.

pupils in a class.
How many juice cartons are needed for a
class of 28 pupils?
C = ..........................
Jim’s class needed 8 cartons of juice. How
many pupils in this class? P = .........................

DO NOT

Comments:

D: More formulae

To calculate the area of a square or rectangle, use
the formula,
height

A=b×h ,

where b = base and h = height.

base

What is the area of these squares and rectangles?
5 cm

7 cm

8 cm

1.

4.

9 mm

12 cm

...........cm2

2.

...........cm2

11 mm

3.

...........mm2

What is the area of a square that has sides
of 9 cm?
A = .................... cm2 .

To calculate the area of a triangle, use the
formula,

6 cm

A=½×b×h ,

where b = base and h = height.
5.

14 cm

What is the area of this triangle if the base
is 14 cm and the height is 6 cm?
A = ..................... cm2
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Planning an Investigation
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

376 + 994 = ..........................
1000 – 764 = ........................
216 × 9 = ...............................
480 ÷ 8 = ..............................
Convert 65cm to mm
......................................
$3.55 × 8 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ½ of $5.80
......................................
How many metres in
6km? .....................................
What would 5 books at
$3.15 each cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Your class would like to go on a school camp, but
where are you going to go?
Plan your trip by answering these questions.
(Write on the back if you need more space.)
1.
Your teacher says, “You have to ask your parents / caregivers.”
Why do you think you have to do this?
...................................................................................................................
2.
Who else should you ask? .................................................................
...................................................................................................................
3.
Write THREE questions you might ask each person.
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................

C: Completing Tally Charts

1.

Number of
children

D: Creating Tally Charts

In this box are the results of a
survey of the number of red
jellybeans in each packet
sampled.
Number of red jelly beans

9, 10, 11, 13, 8, 11, 10, 12,
13, 11, 10, 9, 10, 11, 13, 11,
12, 10, 9, 8, 8, 10, 13, 12, 11,
10, 13, 12, 11, 10, 8, 10, 8

1.

Complete the tally chart.

Number red
jellybeans

Tally

F

This tally chart shows the number of children in each family in
Mrs. Wilson’s class. The total or frequency column of the tally
chart has not been completed. Fill in the missing numbers.

2.

Total or
Frequency

Tally

1

IIII I

2

IIII IIII II

3

IIII IIII

4

IIII

How many families had 2 children?

...............................

E: Creating Tally Charts

This box shows a test result for Mr Williamson’s class.
1.
Create a tally chart to display these results, in the space
below. The test was out of 10.

8

Test Results

9

6, 7, 6, 9, 7, 5, 10,
5, 7, 5, 6, 7, 8, 7,
8, 7, 8, 6, 7, 6, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 9, 8, 6,
7, 6, 8, 7, 8

10
11
12
13

2.

How many packets of
jellybeans were sampled?
..................................

DO NOT

Comments:

2.
3.

What was the most common test score?
How many pupils are in this class?

................................
................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Column Graphs
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

623 + 516 = ..........................
1500 – 963 = ........................
194 × 8 = ...............................
2700 ÷ 9 = ............................
Convert 350mm to cm
......................................
$6.40 × 7 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ½ of $9.50
......................................
How many kilometres in
8000m? ................................
What would 8 books at
$2.15 each cost?
......................................

Number of hours of sunshine
This column graph displays the
10
each day
number of hours of sunshine
recorded each day during one Hours
week.
5
1.
On what day were there
4 hours of sunshine?
....................................................
2.
How many hours of sunshine 0
S M T W T F S
were there on Monday?
Days of the week
....................................................
3.
On what day do you think it rained? Explain your choice.
...................................................................................................................

C: Creating a Column Graph

During July, at 3:00 p.m. each day, the weather was recorded as
either sunny, cloudy, raining or snowing. This table displays the
results.
Weather

Total

sunny

8

cloudy

10

raining

9

snowing

4

D: Pictograms

The pictogram below shows the
number of cats and dogs in the
houses of one street.

1.

Create a column graph

2.

to display these results in the space above.
What would be a good title for this column graph?
.........................................................................................................

E: Creating a Pictogram

Key

dog =

cat =

1 picture = 6 pets

1.

2.
3.

What would be a good
title for this pictogram?
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
How many cats were in
this street?
..............
How many dogs were in
this street?
...............

DO NOT

Comments:

Use the same information about the weather in July,
in C: above, for these questions.
Complete the key for this pictogram
1.
Key

sunny =

cloudy =

raining =

snowing =

1 picture = ........... days

2.

Create a pictogram in the space above.
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Stem & Leaf Graphs
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

943 + 386 = ..........................
3200 – 949 = .......................
206 × 11 = .............................
25050 ÷ 5 = ..........................
Convert 3600mL to litres
......................................
$32.80 ÷ 8 = ........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ¼ of $3.60
......................................
How many grams in 6kg?
.....................................
What would 9 books at
$0.95 each cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

D: Dot Plot Graphs

Sam’s class has a spelling test
each morning. Sam records his
results in this dot plot graph.

List the numbers displayed by these three stem & leaf graphs.

1.

5
6
7
8

2.

2, 6, 9, 0
8, 2, 6, 4, 3, 4
6, 4, 0, 6, 7
9 ,5, 3

52, 56, ......., ......., ......., .......,
......., ......., ......., ......., ......., .......,
......., ......., ......., ......., .......

3.

0
1
2
3

9,
3,
9,
3,

7, 4,
4, 5,
0, 2,
6, 5,

6
3, 9,
8
2, 7

20 5, 4, 8, 5
21 7, 6, 4, 6, 4, 1
22 2, 9, 0

205, 204, .........., .........., ..........,
.........., .........., .........., ..........,
.......…, .........., .........., ..........

......., ......., ......., ......., ......., .......,
......., ......., ......., ......., ......., .......,
......., ......., ......., ......., ......., .......

C: Creating a Stem & Leaf Graph

Two year 6 classes sat the same test, with marks out of 25.
The test results for the two classes are shown in these boxes.
Room 7’s results

Room 8’s results

16, 17, 11, 10, 22,
24, 16, 26, 17, 9,
25, 9, 21, 18, 10

21, 12, 8, 7, 21,
14, 15, 23, 22, 18,
8, 15, 10, 25, 15

1.

Create a stem & leaf graph for each class.

2.

What are the highest (H) and lowest (L) scores?
Room 7: H = ........ & L = ........ Room 8: H = ........ & L = ........

10

Test
score

5

E: Creating a Dot Plot Graph

0

1.

2.

3.

M T W T F
Days of the week

What would be a good
title for this graph?
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
How many words did Sam
get right on Monday? ........
On what day did Sam get
9 words right? ...................

DO NOT

Comments:

What is the most common colour of car? Mary stood
at the school gate and recorded the colour of the cars
as they went by. Her results are displayed in this box.
Car Colours

red, blue, black, blue,
red, white, white,
white, white, blue,
blue, red, white, black,
white, blue, white,
black, blue, red
1.

Create a dot plot graph in the space above,

2.

remember to give your graph a title.
How many cars went past the school gate?

.......................
Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Time-Series Graphs
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

2094 + 76 = ..........................
1600 – 866 = ........................
153 × 11 = .............................
6505 ÷ 5 = ............................
Convert 600cm to metres
......................................
$5.70 × 8 = ...........................
Draw on this
clock the
following
time
02:35
Find ¼ of $15.20
......................................
How many kilolitres in
5300L? ..............................
If 5 books cost $27.00,
what does one book cost?
......................................

Daily temperature recorded at
This time-series graph displays
10
7:00 a.m.
the air temperature in a city
Temp
recorded each day at 7:00 a.
( oC)
m., for one week in July.
5
1.
On what day was the
temperature 4oC?
....................................................
0
2.
What was the temperature
S M T W T F S
on Tuesday?
Days of the week
....................................................
3.
On what day do you think there was a frost? Explain your
choice. ....................................................................................................

C: Creating a Time-Series Graph

Each day for a week, Jason measured the height of a bean plant
that had just started to grow. The results are in this table.

D: Strip Graphs

The strip graph below shows the
type of drinks pupils had for
afternoon tea.

milk =

1.

2.
3.
4.

What would be a good
title for this pictogram?
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
How many pupils had a
drink of coke?
..............
How many pupils had a
drink of milk?
...............
How many pupils had a
drink of juice?
...............

DO NOT

Comments:

Sunday

2

Monday

3

Tuesday

5

Wednesday

6

Thursday

8

Friday

8

Saturday

10

Create a time-series graph

2.

to display these results in the space above.
What would be a good title for this column graph?
................................................................................................

E: Creating a Strip Graph

juice =

1 square = 6 pupils

Height (cm)

1.

Key

coke =

Day

One Saturday, a shop sold 18 tapes, 24 CD’s and 6 videos.
1.
How many items were sold altogether?
......................
Key

2.

tapes =
CD’s =

3.

videos =

1 square = ........... items

5.

4.

If there are eight squares in
the strip graph, how many does
each square represent? ..............
Complete the key for this
strip graph.
Complete the strip graph
below by shading in the squares.

Title = ...................................................................................................

Please sign:
Parent / Caregiver
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B: Mean, Median, Mode & Range
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

48.3 + 8.7 = ..........................
15.35 – 9.34 = ......................
167 × 20 = .............................
660 ÷ 11 = .............................
Convert 1.9m to cm
......................................
$8.10 ÷ 9 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ½ of $8.50
......................................
How many milligrams in
9 grams? ..............................
If 6 books cost $19.50,
what does one book cost?
......................................

F: Finding the Range

Find the range for these lists of
scores.
1.
3, 7, 8, 9, 14
..............
2.
16, 7, 0, 3, 1
..............
3.
7, 5, 3, 9, 25, 19 ..............
4.
16, 42, 11, 23, 17 ..............
5.
63, 29, 21, 92, 19 ..............
6.
32, 53, 10, 7, 26 ..............
7.

8.

Five cars were sold for
the following prices:
$9500
$13650
$9350
$17220
$9870
Calculate the range of the
car prices. .........................
If the cheapest car sells
for $9000 and the range
of car prices is $9400,
what would the most
expensive car sell for?
....................................

DO NOT

Comments:

Fill in the missing words from the box, to complete these sentences.
1.
To find the ‘average’ or .................................... for a list of
scores, first add up all the scores, then divide by the
number of scores you added up.
2.
The middle score, once the scores are placed in order from
smallest to biggest, is called the ........................................... .
3.
The most common score is called the .................................... .
There may be more than one or none at all.
4.
The highest score — lowest score is called the .......................... .
range

mode

median

mean

C: Finding the Mean

Find
1.
3.
5.

the mean for each list of scores.
7, 9, 11
..............
2.
3, 8, 4, 5, 7, 3
..............
4.
13, 11, 9, 15
..............
6.

6, 6, 9, 11
..............
4, 7, 5, 3, 2, 4, 3 ..............
6, 103, 65, 30
..............

D: Finding the Median

Find the median for each list of scores.
Remember the scores must be in order.
1.
6, 7, 9, 10, 13
..............
2.
4, 7, 10, 11, 13
..............
3.
7, 9, 11, 14
..............
4.
11, 16, 18, 21
..............
5.
4, 7, 8, 3, 10
......, ......, ......, ......, ......
median = .............
6.
6, 2, 10, 4, 8, 11 ......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ...... median = .............

E: Finding the Mode

Find
1.
3.
5.

the mode for each list of scores.
3, 3, 5, 7, 9, 8
..............
2.
3, 11, 10, 6, 2
..............
4.
4, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 7 ..............
6.

7, 6, 4, 7, 5, 6
..............
4, 7, 9, 4, 5, 7, 5 ..............
2, 7, 8, 3, 4, 10, 8 ..............

G: Word Problems

In the first nine holes of golf, Jeff recorded the
following scores.
6, 7, 6, 9, 10, 6, 5, 6, 8
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Find his mean score.
..................
What was the range of his scores? ..................
What was the mode score?
..................
List the scores from lowest to highest.
........, ........, ........, ........, ........, ........, ........, ........, ........
What was the median for his golf scores?
..................

In the next nine holes, Jeff recorded the following scores.
6.

6, 4, 10, 9, 5, 7, 8, 6, 7
Combine the two sets of nine scores to find the new median.
......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......, ......,
......, ......, ......, ......, ......
New median = ..................
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B: Understanding Data Displays
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.96 + 0.85 = ........................
29.4 – 15.9 = ........................
265 × 9 = . ............................
18.5 ÷ 5 = ..............................
Convert 9000mm to
metres
..........................
$9.35 × 9 = ...........................
Draw on this
clock the
following
time
06:50
Find ¼ of $40.20
......................................
How many litres in 3.9kL?
......................................
If 9 books cost $22.50,
what does one book
cost?
..........................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

D: Understanding Data
Displays

This stem & leaf graph shows
the distance each person threw
a frisbee at the school sports.

Do you like cats or dogs ? Kim asked two classes the same question
and then graphed the results.
The pet that GIRLS chose

Key:
Each picture = 6 pupils

Look at these two pictograms. What five statements can you say
about Kim’s results?
1.
.................................................................................................................
2.
.................................................................................................................
3.
.................................................................................................................
4.
.................................................................................................................
5.
.................................................................................................................

C: Understanding Data Displays

Simon and Mark play for the same cricket team. The
runs they have scored are listed in these boxes.
Simon’s scores
12, 33, 5, 22, 8

1.

6,
2,
0,
3,
5

3
4, 7
6, 5, 9
4

What can you say about these
results?
1.
.................................................
.................................................
2.
.................................................
.................................................
3.
.................................................
.................................................
4.
.................................................
.................................................
5.
.................................................
.................................................
DO NOT

Comments:

Mark’s scores
25, 6, 32, 11

Prove who is the better batsman by working out the mean,
median, mode or range.
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................

E: More Data Displays

Frisbee Distance (m)
3
4
5
6
7

The pet that BOYS chose

Rebecca and Wendy have both recorded the results of the ‘10
Quick Questions” they did last week.
Rebecca’s results

10

Wendy’s results

10

Scores

Scores

5

5

0

0

M T W T F

Days of the week

M T W T F

Days of the week

Wendy said, “I did better than you Rebecca, I got 9 out of 10
twice!” . Is Wendy’s statement correct? Comment on these results.
1.
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
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B: Listing Outcomes

winter
sport
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5.63 + 16 = ............................
16.00 – 9.75 = ......................
163 × 60 = .............................
3600 ÷ 12 = ..........................
Convert 965cm to metres
......................................
$3.85 × 8 = ...........................
What is
the time
on this
clock?
...........................
Find ¼ of $6.40
......................................
How many grams in
4500mg? ..............................
What would 15 books at
$2.60 each cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

At Linwood Primary School pupils
can play either cricket or softball in
the summer and either rugby,
hockey or soccer in the winter.
1.
If each pupil is to play one
summer and one winter sport,
list all possible outcomes.
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
2.
How many outcomes are there
altogether? .....................

summer
sport

rugby

cricket

hockey
soccer

rugby

softball

hockey
soccer

C: Creating a Tree Diagram

John wants to hire a video. His mum says he can
hire it on Saturday or Sunday, but not on both
days. John likes drama, comedy and sport videos.
1.
Draw a tree diagram to show all possible choices that John
can make.

D: More Outcomes

Jim has some blue (B), red (R)
and white (W) socks.
He likes to wear his
sports (S), leather
(L) or canvas (C) shoes.
This ‘box’ diagram shows all the
possible combinations of socks/
shoes he could wear.

1.

2.

S

L

C

B

B/S

B/L

B/C

R

R/S

R/L

R/C

W

W/S

W/L

W/C

List all of Jim’s choices.
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
.................................................
How many combinations
did Jim have to choose
from?
.....................

DO NOT

Comments:

2.

How many possible choices does Paul have?

.........................

E: Creating a ‘Box’ Diagram

Karen has a choice of two movies she can go and see, ‘The Lost
World’ and ‘Mr Bean’. She can go either on Sunday, Monday,
Thursday or Friday.
Draw a ‘box’ diagram to show all possible outcomes.
1.

2.

How many possible outcomes were there?

.........................
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A: 10 ‘Quick Questions’

B: Language Associated with Chance
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

32 + 0.65 = ..........................
40.0 – 37.4 = ........................
168 × 70 = ............................
8500 ÷ 5 = ............................
Convert 4.1 metres to mm
......................................
$3.50 × 11 = ..........................
Draw on this
clock the
following
time
23:10
Find ¾ of $8.80
......................................
How many kilograms in
3600g? ..............................
If 7 books cost $19.95,
what does one book cost?
......................................

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

D: More Predicting

This column graph shows the
results of an experiment.

Die (dice) number recorded
when rolled

10

F

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Number on the die

1.

2.

3.

How many times did each
number come up?
1 = ............ 2 = ............
3 = ............ 4 = ............
5 = ............ 6 = ............
What was the chance that
a number 4 came up?
.................................................
What was the chance that
a number 7 came up?
.................................................

DO NOT

Comments:

Describe if these events are certain, likely,
unlikely, possible or impossible .
1.
We will get a frost in December.
.....................................
2.
One day our Prime Minister will be a woman.
.........................
3.
Today it will be light at 11:00 p.m.
.....................................
4.
The All Blacks will always win every game. ....................................
5.
Your name is John.
.....................................
6.

List these events (A to E) in order of likelihood. Put the
most likely event first..
A
If you toss a coin, you will get tails.
B
A glass jar will break when dropped.
C
If today is Monday, tomorrow is Tuesday.
D
A kiwi bird will one day fly.
E
It will snow in Auckland at Easter time.
Order:

.........., .........., .........., .........., ..........

C: Using Data to Predict Outcomes

At one shop, milkshakes come in 4 flavours.
Milkshake
Number sold
This table shows how many of each
Flavour
flavour was sold today.
chocolate
18
1.
How many milkshakes were sold?
banana
10
....................................
vanilla
7
2.
What was the chance that a
lime
5
milkshake flavour was chocolate?
............ out of ............
3.
What milkshake flavour had a chance of 5 out of 40 of being
chosen?
.........................................
4.
If 80 milkshakes were sold, how many banana milkshakes
would you expect to be bought?
...................................
This year the weather has been very changeable. Each day at 3:00
p.m. Karen noted what the weather was like using the words hot,
warm, cool and cold. She recorded her results in this table.
hot, cold, hot, warm, hot, hot, warm,
cool, hot, cold, warm, cold, cold,
warm, hot, cold, hot, cold, cool, hot,
cool, warm, warm, hot, cold, cold,
cool, cold, hot, cold, hot, hot

Weather

Tally

Total

hot

warm
cool

5.

Complete the tally chart.

6.
7.
8.

How many days did Karen survey the weather? .........................
What was the chance of the weather being hot? .......................
What weather condition had a chance of 6 out
of 32 occurring?
...........................

cold
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